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XSLT QuicklyManning Publications, 2001
This book is for people who need to learn XSLT quickly. While it isn’t meant to be a complete reference of everything you might want to do in XSLT, it will show you the twenty percent of XSLT that you’ll probably use eighty percent of the time. It also includes a user’s guide for looking up simple solutions to the most common...
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Rape Investigation HandbookAcademic Press, 2004
"This book is easy to read and follows a logical progression from the initial call to the courts. Anyone involved in dealing with sexual assault cases in any capacity would benefit from having this book in their library of reference texts." - www.crimeandclues.com     

       An unprecedented collaborative work -- the first...
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3D Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2006
"3D Game Programming for Teens" is a comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to 3D game programming for both teenagers and non-programmers. Organized into three parts, the book begins with an introduction to the game development industry, the game development process, and game engines including WildTangent. Part two covers JavaScript and...
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The Design and Analysis of Parallel AlgorithmsOxford University Press, 1993

	This text for students and professionals in computer science provides a valuable overview of current knowledge concerning parallel algorithms. These computer operations have recently acquired increased importance due to their ability to enhance the power of computers by permitting multiple processors to work on different parts of a problem...
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Microsoft Windows Intune 2.0: Quickstart AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft Windows Intune is a cloud service solution that simplifies how small and mid-sized businesses manage and secure PCs using Microsoft cloud services and Windows 7-so your computers and users can operate at peak performance all the time.


	This step-by-step guide will show you how to plan, set up and maintain Windows Intune,...
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Joining and Assembly of Medical Materials and Devices (Woodhead Publishing Series in Biomaterials)Woodhead Publishing, 2013

	As medical devices become more intricate, with an increasing number of components made from a wide range of materials, it is important that they meet stringent requirements to ensure that they are safe to be implanted and will not be rejected by the human body. Joining and assembly of medical materials and devices provides a comprehensive...
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Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger: Peachpit Learning SeriesPeachpit Press, 2005
If you want to tame Mac OS X Tiger, but you want to do so in the comfort of your own home, this guide makes it possible! Robin Williams uses her trademark friendly teaching style to reveal exactly what you want to know: What's new in Tiger, what's great about it, and how can you get the most out of it fast!...
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Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier (One-Off)Que, 2005
You bought your Centrino laptop computer because of its ease-of-use and portability. But are you using your laptop to its maximum potential? Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier will show you what to expect when buying and configuring your laptop and how to use built-in features such as digital...
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Handbook of Information ManagementEuropa Publications Ltd, 2001
I am very pleased to introduce this new edition of the Handbook. Formerly entitled Handbook of Special Librarianship and Information Work, this represents the eighth edition of what is generally regarded as Aslib’s ‘flagship’ reference work, the seminal text on modern information theories, procedures and practices since 1955....
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An Invitation to 3-D Vision: From Images to Geometric Models (Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2010


	This book is intended to give students at the advanced undergraduate or introductory

	graduate level, and researchers in computer vision, robotics and computer

	graphics, a self-contained introduction to the geometry of three-dimensional (3-

	D) vision. This is the study of the reconstruction of 3-D models of objects from

	a...
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Pro Windows 8 Development with HTML5 and JavaScriptApress, 2012

	Apps are at the heart of Windows 8, bringing rich and engaging experiences to both tablet and desktop users. Windows 8 uses the Windows Runtime (WinRT), a complete reimagining of Windows development that supports multiple programming languages and is built on HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. These applications are the future of Windows development...
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Apache KafkaPackt Publishing, 2013

	Set up Apache Kafka clusters and develop custom message producers and consumers using practical, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Write custom producers and consumers with message partition techniques
	
		Integrate Kafka with Apache Hadoop and Storm for use cases such as processing streaming...
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